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	Smart Sensing and Context: Third European Conference, EuroSSC 2008, Zurich, Switzerland, 9783540887928 (354088792X), Springer, 2008


	This year marks the third edition of EuroSSC. It builds on the success of the

	past editions, held in Enschede, The Netherlands in 2006, and in Kendal, UK in

	2007. On behalf of the Organizing Committee, we would like to welcome you to

	EuroSSC 2008, in Zurich, Switerland. This volume contains the invited papers

	and technical peer-reviewed papers selected for presentation at the conference.





	At EuroSSC we aim to explore technologies, algorithms, architectures, protocols,

	and user aspects underlying context-aware smart surroundings, cooperating

	intelligent objects, and their applications. Since its inception, EuroSSC

	has taken a complementary technology-driven and user-driven view to discuss

	these aspects. It is one of the particularities of EuroSSC, and the 2008 edition

	made no exception. In addition we emphasized aspects related to quality of context

	and context-aware feedback by actuator systems. This reflects the growing

	importance that context processing in uncertain environments and sensor and

	actuator networks take in ambient intelligence environments.





	We received 70 paper submissions. They originate from 30 countries of Europe,

	the Middle East and Africa (66%), Asia (22%), North America (9%), and

	South America (3%). These numbers reflect the European origins of EuroSSC,

	but also show that EuroSSC is a recognized and attractive platform for participants

	from all regions of the world.





	The review process was double-blind. This ensured that the papers were

	selected purely on their technical merits. Each paper received a minimum of

	two reviews, with most receiving three reviews and some four. On the basis of

	the peer reviews, the Program Co-chairs selected 17 papers for publication. The

	25% acceptance rate indicates the high quality of the papers included in this

	proceedings volume. The papers were selected according to their technical merit

	to exemplarily discuss the key themes addressed by EuroSSC: sensors and signal

	acquisition; context inference; high-level context processing; and applications

	and scenarios.
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Generative Leadership: Shaping New Futures for Today's SchoolsCorwin, 2008

	A new concept of leadership for today's educational needs!


	Generative leadership is an innovative approach that taps into an organization's collective intelligence. This accessible resource examines the fundamental elements of generative leadership and provides tools to catalyze organizational...


		

Access 2010: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2010

	
		Go from Access novice to true master with the professional database design tips and crystal-clear explanations in this book. You'll learn all the secrets of this powerful database program so you can use your data in creative ways -- from creating product catalogs and publishing information online to producing invoices and...



		

Steel Designers' HandbookUniversity of New South Wales, 2013

	Fully revised and updated, this eighth edition is an invaluable tool for all practicing structural, civil, and mechanical engineers as well as engineering students. Responding to changes in design and processing standards—including fabrication, welding, and coatings—this resource...





	

Mastering Microsoft Windows Small Business Server 2008Sybex, 2010

	The book you have in your possession is the culmination of a lot of work from thousands of people, from the original programmers at Microsoft to the team at Sybex that helped put it together. From the first days of Windows, Microsoft strived to create an easy-to-use and helpful program that would be available and accessible to anyone who...


		

Pro PayPal E-Commerce (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2007
Pro PayPal E-Commerce contains the most comprehensive collection of information on the latest PayPal technologies available. It takes the approach of PayPal as a digital money platform, and shows how it's a dynamic service that offers far more than just payment processing.
With its breadth of technologies and APIs, the PayPal platform...


		

Linux System Administration, Second Edition (Craig Hunt Linux Library)Sybex, 2002
Authoritative Answers to All Your Linux Questions
    

    You can rely on the fully updated second edition of Linux System Administration for answers to all your questions about installing, configuring, and administering Linux. Written by two Linux experts, this book teaches you, step-by-step, all the standard...
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